
Large-scale enterprise computing systems
are distinguished by their power. z/OS
and its predecessor operating systems

are able to handle the creation, reading, writ-
ing and ultimate disposition of millions of
files within short periods of time and with
extremely high levels of accuracy, especially
when compared to smaller-scale systems. This
power and precision are the result of software
subsystems which have been revised and
expanded for decades. This month, we’ll
examine one of these systems, the Common
VTOC Access Facility, or CVAF. CVAF func-
tions are heavily used within z/OS, both by the
operating system itself and by various vendor
products and tools which need to operate on
large numbers of datasets.

Externally, CVAF is quite simple, merely
a set of macros which interface with the
Direct Access Device Space Manager
(DADSM) component of z/OS to read, write
and update the VTOC or VTOC Index on a
DASD volume. While programs certainly
may perform DASDM functions directly
against the VTOC through the LSPACE,
OBTAIN, PARTREL or REALLOC macros,
CVAF provides a more powerful interface
which allows for filtering, start/stop/resume
and access to the VTOC Index.

Before going into the details of CVAF, a lit-
tle background is in order. Some years ago, as
the capacity of disk volumes began to grow
larger and larger, it became obvious that a
faster and more efficient means of accessing
the information in the VTOC was necessary. A
new structure, the VTOC Index, was therefore
introduced, which eliminated the need for
DADSM to search laboriously through
increasingly large VTOCs. Instead, the hierar-
chical structure of the VTOC Index requires
only a few I/Os to locate the DSCB for a
desired dataset. The VTOC Index thus allows
faster access to the both dataset information

and free space information on the volume. The
means of finding space for a dataset on a disk
volume also changed with indexed VTOCs, an
indexed volume using a somewhat faster
first-fit, rather than the best-fit algorithm used
on an unindexed volume. With the introduction
of system-managed storage, the VTOC Index
became still more important, since indexed
VTOCs are required on all SMS-managed vol-
umes. One reason this is necessary is because
free space information from the VTOC index
is obtained periodically by SMS (via CVAF).
This free space information is then used by
SMS volume selection algorithms to select
an appropriate device on which to place a
new dataset.

The VTOC Index consists of only a few
types of records: VIERs (VTOC Index Entry
Records) are hierarchical—high-level
VIERs point to lower-level VIERs, with the
lowest level pointing to the locations of
DSCBs within the VTOC. The VPSM
(VTOC Pack Space Map) describes the
location of free tracks on the volume, while
the VIXM (VTOC Index Map) and VMDS
(VTOC map of DSCBs) identify which
VTOC Index records and DSCBs are in use
and which are free.

Whenever a dataset is created, deleted,
extended or renamed, and for a few other
functions as well, the system invokes CVAF
to read and update the VTOC and VTOC
index as needed. System data mover prod-
ucts such as DFSMShsm, DFSMSdss,
FDRABR and SAMS, of course, also invoke
CVAF as datasets are backed up or restored,
or volumes reorganized to reduce fragmen-
tation. It is also not uncommon for installations
to have ‘home-grown’ reporting programs
which also make use of CVAF to obtain
dataset information. Any one of a number of
CVAF functions may be performed. These
include:

CVAFDIR, used by programs in order to
read or write DSCBs, or by DADSM to read or
update VIERs

CVAFFILT, which obtains a list of DSCBs
matching some specified dataset name mask

CVAFSEQ, which obtains DSCBs in order
of either dataset name or sequentially

CVAFDSM, used to obtain volume free
space information by SMS, DFSMShsm, or
other programs which may need it

The CVAF macros depend upon a rather
lengthy parameter list, the CVPL. Pointers in
the parameter list indicate the location of
buffers containing the DSCBs or VIERs being
read or written. CVAF invocations can fail in
numerous ways, with a failure code indicated
in the CVSTAT field of the parameter list.
These codes are documented in the DFSMSdfp
Diagnosis Reference GY27-7618 (along with
a great deal of information on other DADSM
functions). While CVAF can be used on vol-
umes which do not contain a VTOC index,
certain functions, such as using CVAFSEQ to
list datasets in order of name, require an index.

CVAF is also used (primarily by backup/
restore programs through the CVAFVOL
macro) to update a control block call the VIB,
or VTOC Index Block, which contains infor-
mation about the location of the VTOC and
VTOC index on a volume, and further reduce
the amount of I/O required to obtain information
from the VTOC.

One problem that many storage adminis-
trators deal with on a regular basis is the
unpleasant discovery of a VTOC Index that
has become disabled. This can happen for a
number of reasons, such as a system crash,
improper sharing of volumes across systems,
or bugs in programs which use CVAF to
update the VTOC and VTOC Index. When
the system discovers an error in the VTOC
index, it invokes CVAFVRF, the VTOC
Recording Facility, to read or update error
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information kept in the VIXM. A ‘dirty’ flag, DF4DIRF is turned on
in the VTOC, and an attempt is made to fix the problem using VRF,
usually on the next allocation. Sometimes the error is correctable (if,
for example, a system function was interrupted) and sometimes not
(for example, overlapping extents). In the latter case, the
DS4DVTOC flag is turned on in the VTOC to indicate that the index
is disabled and it is no longer used. APAR II07329 describes some
common problems that can cause indexes to become disabled and
how to avoid them.

While a disabled VTOC index does not prevent access to data, it
can cause problems for SMS-managed volumes, since without an
index, SMS loses track of the free space on the volume. Eventually,
the out-of-date statistics can cause allocations to go astray.

When the VTOC Index becomes disabled, or when the VTOC or its
index becomes full (thus preventing the allocation of any more datasets
on the volume), the only solution is to rebuild the index with ICKDSF.
The newer releases of ICKDSF allow VTOCs and VTOC indexes to be
extended as they are rebuilt, adding more DSCBs and VIERs if needed.
Unfortunately, in order to rebuild or expand the VTOC Index or
expand the VTOC, the volume must be taken offline to all of the other
systems. This is necessary so that the sharing systems don’t attempt to
update the VTOC or index while it’s being updated. Often this is prac-
tically impossible because application requirements do not permit the

volume to be varied offline. A new function introduced in the latest
z/OS releases (OW52855) solves this problem by allowing reindex of
the volume while it is still online to other sharing systems. This is
accomplished through a series of enqueues on a new resource,
SYSZBNDX. If this resource is in use, other systems in the GRS ring
will know that they cannot update the VTOC or its index because a
rebuild is in progress.

It is not as common today as it was in the past for storage adminis-
trators to write the APF-authorized assembler-language code which is
necessary to invoke some CVAF functions. However, since virtually
any access to z/OS data involves the use of DADSM and CVAF, an
understanding of CVAF can help in ensuring that actions are taken
which help keep the system running smoothly, such as periodic checks
to find disabled VTOC indexes or full VTOCs. Such an understanding
is also helpful in discovering and implementing new functions such as
OW52855’s on-the-fly rebuild.  

NaSPA member Steve Pryor is a senior software developer with DTS
Software, Inc., a vendor of enterprise storage management products.
Steve has been involved in software development, storage management,
and disaster recovery for more than 20 years. He can be contacted at
pryor@mailatlanta.net.
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